
EXAM CHEMICAL GENETICS, JAN 22, 2015 BROUWER

Describe the chemical genetics approach th at was used by Banko et al. to specifically label the
substrates of the AMPKa2 kinase in vivo. (100 points)

--------- -- - ---
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Bioorthogonal Chemistry Exam questions (total points iDD)

Introduction

As discussed in the lecture course, this part of the question will have to be answered based on one of

the suggested papers, or a similar paper th at you have discovered yourself (for 10 points) from

literature. If you did not bring a paper, please find attached a copy of the paper by Patterson et al.

attached to this exam question.

Question 1

a} Write down the first author, Journal name, journal issue and year, and page numbers for the

paper you have chosen. Ifyou have chosen one ofthe recommended papers the first name

and journal will suffiee (10 points)

b} List the bioorthogonal reaction (or reactions) used in the paper (10 points).

Question 2:

a} Draw out the mechanism of the main bioorthogonal reaction used in your paper (20 points)

b} Which biomolecules was the bioorthogonal handle incorporated into (10 points)

c} Describe in a maximum of 10 lines the method by whieh this handle was incorporated into

the biomolecule (or biomolecule family). If more than one class of biomolecule is listed, piek

one (30 points)

Question 3:

Answer a} or b), depending on the relevance to your paper.

a} What alternative non-bioorthogonallabelling techniques (as discussed at the start of lecture

1) could be an alternative to the bioorthogonal approach used in the paper?

b} If no alternative is available, whieh of the techniques described at the start of lecture 1 can

be used to provide additional information to the bioorthogonallabel and why (20 points for

either b or c. PLEASEDO NOT ANSWER BOTH BAND C)
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Discovery & Biosynthesis of Natural Products 2014-2015
(100 points)
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Recently, a new antibiotic was 2" .1" O....yNH2 6 "
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1,242 Da molecule is shown on the right. As shown, teixobactin can be '--1
regarded as a polymer containing 11 subunits. Teixobactin is only active ",,~O 11

against Gram-positive bacteria. Based on these facts, you can predict h
some properties of the gene cluster coding for teixobactin biosynthesis. HN NH

10 Hl'
b)

Explain why, in this case, there will be no genes coding for resistance

in the teixobactin gene cluster? (15 pt)
Explain why teixobactin is most likely synthesized by an NRPSand not a PKSor on the ribosome?

(15 pt)

Explain which domains are expected in the first module of the NRPS,responsible for the

incorporation of subunit 1? (30 pt)
Explain what type of termination domain is expected for the NRPS,a thioesterase (TE) or reductase

(RED)? (20 pt)

a)

c)

d)

Subunit 10 is an amine acid calied enduracididine, which normally does not occur in primary

metabolism. Rather, it is synthesized from arginine by a set of dedicated enzymes. To find all the

proteins involved in teixobactin synthesis, a researcher wants to perform a quantitative proteomics

experiment to compare protein expression levels between conditions in which teixobactin is produced

and conditions in which it is not produced.

e) Explain whether the expression levels of the enzymes producing enduracididine will more closely

mimic the expression levels of the NRPSproteins or the expression levels of the regulatory proteins
from the teixobactin gene cluster? (20pt)
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Activity-based protein profiling and Post translational modifications
Pleasewrite down your name on every answer page. There are 100 points.

You have graduated as expert in the field of activity-based protein profiling
and Enzo pharmaceutics wants to hire you as scientist. Your first assignment
is to set up a screening platform for the discovery of novel proteasome
inhibitors using activity-based probes (ABP).

a) what is the difference between 1 and 2 step ABPP?Make a schematic
drawing of a 2 step ABP, give the name and structure of a bio-orthogonal
ligation-handle, reagent pair and draw their product. (20 pt)

b) make a schematic drawing for a competitive gel-based ABPPexperiment
and explain how you can select a potent inhibitor (30 pt)

You discover the compound Ile-lie-Ile-vinyl-sulphone (I3VS) to be a covalent
inhibitor for the proteasome. Your hit molecule is proposed as drug candidate
for the treatment of leukemia, a multi-million market.

c) draw the reaction between the vinyl-sulphone and the active N-terminal
threonine of the proteasome (10 pt)

Interestingly, the 13VScompound shows higher affinity for one specific ~-
subunit of the proteasome. To identify this subunit you follow a conventional
chemical proteomics protocol:
react INS with pure proteasome
digest the protein with trypsin that cuts C-terminal from Lys and Arg residues
analyse by LC-MSjMS

Below, you see the MSjMS fragmentation spectrum of the
[INS - proteasome ~ subunit] construct
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d) describe in short what band y ions are (10 pt)
e) determine the sequence of the 13subunit using table 1 and 2 (25 pt)
f) is the sequence of this molecule unique for a proteasome subunit and how
can you find out its identity? (5pt)

Table 1: the first 45 amine acids of the mouse proteasome active l3-subunits.

131:
131i:
132:
132i:
135:
135i:
135t:

TTIMAVQFDGGVVLGADSRTTTGSYIANRVTDKLTPIHDRIFCCR
TTIMAVEFDGGVVMGSDSRVSAGEAVVNRVFDKLSPLHERIYCAL
TTIAGVVYKDGIVLGADTRATEGMVVADKNCSKIHFISPNIYCCG
TTIAGLVFQDGVILGADTRATNDSVVADKSCEKIHFIAPKIYCCG
TTTLAFKFRHGVIVAADSRATAGAYIASQTVKKVIEINPYLLGTM
TTTLAFKFQHGVIAAVDSRASAGSYISALRVNKVIEINPYLLGTM
TTTLAFRFRHGVIAAADTRSSCGSYVACPASCKVIPVHQHLLGTT

Table 2: Molecular weight of amine acids

~ ~Ia ~Ianine 71.03
C Cvs Cvsteine 103.01
D Aso ~spartic acid 115.03
E Glu Glutamic Acid 129.04
F Phe Phenvlalanine 147.07
G Gly Glycine 57.02
H His Histidine 137.06
I Iie Isoleucine 113.08JK Lys Lysine 128.09
L Leu Leucine 113.08
M Met Methionine 131.04
N Asn ~sparagine 114.04
P Pro Proline 97.05
IQ Gin Glutamine 128.06
R Arg ~rginine 156.1
S Ser Serine 87.03
Ir Thr Irhreonine 101.05
rv Val Waline 99.07
W Trp ITryptophan 186.08
rr rv- [Fvroslne 163.06
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compound 1

The pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline has discovered a new molecule (1) that
potently inhibits the mutated kinase BRAF in which valine at codon 600 is replaced by a
glutamate. Compound 1 is a type 1ATP-competitive kinase inhibitor.

1) Which conformation of the kinase is stabilized by compound 1 and what is the
position of the DFG-motive? (10 p.)

2) Describe and draw the most important interactions of compound 1 with the amino
acids in the ATP-binding pocket of B_RAFv600E;Explain how this compound
stabilizes the ATP-binding pocket of this mutant kinase. (40 pt)

The American Food and Drug Administration has approved compound 1 as a single agent
for the treatment of metastatic melanoma on May 30th 2013.

3) Why are kinase inhibitors mainly tested in cancer patients? (20 pt)

4) Do you think that resistance (reappearance of tumours) has been observed
against compound 1 in patients? Explain your answer. If resistance occurs, what
could be the causes and what would be potential solutions? (30 pt)
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1. Would you functionalize a biomaterial with short peptides or with proteins based on fibronectin to
target the a5~1 receptor? Defend your choice.

2. Describe in one word each of the four generations of biomaterials. Also, name one example of a
biomaterial that is associated with each of these generations. Complete the following table:

Generation Descriptor 8iomaterial

1st

2"d

3rd

a"


